
Fixed Package Price
Divorce

Fixed fee legal package
To help give you the support and clarity you 
need we offer fixed prices for various aspects 
of divorce work, in straightforward cases.  
Each aspect of work carries a fixed price, 
enabling you certainty of cost. 

At Coles Miller, our family team all have many 
years of experience advising on legal and 
practical issues for divorce and understand 
that at times things can be emotionally 
charged. But we are here to help and support 
you.  

Why choose a fixed fee package?
•    One off fixed fee payment

•    Certainty of cost

•    Access to highly specialised family lawyers

•    Tailored legal service specific to you

•    Fixed fee packages to cover most family  
      law

•    You are in control at all times

Providing legal support to you at a fixed price

The break-up of any relationship is never easy. If you are thinking of getting a divorce it is important 
that you take the right legal advice and guidance, particularly if there are children involved.  
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Poole   01202 673011
Bournemouth   01202 293226
Broadstone   01202 694891
Wimborne   01202 935039

Family Matters Team

Emma Hamilton Cole Partner, Mediator & Collaborative Lawyer

Charlie Cormack Solicitor

Julie Keogh Family Law Executive

Lindsey Arnold Senior Chartered Legal Executive

Tracey Parsons Solicitor and Mediator

What will we do? How much will this cost? What else is covered

Divorce  Package for the 
person starting the divorce 
(Petitioner)

£499 plus VAT, 
plus court fees £410

We will deal with the whole divorce process 
provided it proceeds without defence or 
issues about service of the papers

Costs negotiations in divorce £125 plus VAT
To deal with who pays the costs of the di-
vorce itself by communication in writing with 
the other party

Respondent in divorce 
(receiving divorce papers) £200 plus VAT

Completing the acknowledgement of service 
and then passing on the rest of the papers 
from the Court with advice 

DIY Package 
(Petitioner)  £200 inc VAT

We will check all the court paperwork you 
prepare to ensure your interests are taken 
into account and the rules complied with

Respondent’s Decree absolute 
application in writing £125 plus Vat

Application by the person who has received 
divorce papers for a decree absolute (final 
decree) where this is done in writing and no 
attendance at Court is needed by us

Respondent’s Decree absolute 
application where court 
attendance required

£375 plus VAT

Application by the person who has received 
divorce papers for the final decree including 
preparing and lodging the application and 
attending court with you

We are happy to discuss which elements of these prices may apply in your circumstances and 
provide assistance at any time with enquiries over options, timeframes and costs.  We are also happy 
to explain in further detail what each aspect of the fixed price scheme will involve if you have any 
queries.

Coles Miller has an experienced team of family lawyers based at offices in Poole, Bournemouth, 
Broadstone and Charminster and can provide advice and help with other aspects of family work 
which may also be available at fixed prices. 

For more information about our family team can help you contact our team members at a branch 
office located conveniently to you.

Please note that we reserve the 
right to end fixed price package 
arrangements at any time 
should the case no longer meet 
the specifications for provision 
of the service.


